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A restarting automaton processes a givenword by executing a sequence of local simpliﬁca-
tions until a simple word is obtained that the automaton then accepts. Such a computation
is expressed as a sequence of cycles. A nondeterministic restarting automaton M is called
correctness preserving, if, for each cycle u cM v, the string v belongs to the characteristic
language LC (M)ofM, if the stringudoes.Ourﬁrst result states that for each typeof restarting
automatonX ∈ {R,RW,RWW,RL,RLW,RLWW}, ifM is a nondeterministicX-automaton that
is correctness preserving, then there exists a deterministic X-automaton M1 such that
the characteristic languages LC (M1) and LC (M) coincide. When a restarting automaton
M executes a cycle that transforms a string from the language LC (M) into a string not
belonging to LC (M), then this can be interpreted as an error ofM. By counting the number
of cycles itmay takeM to detect this error, we obtain ameasure for the inﬂuence that errors
have on computations. Accordingly, this measure is called error detection distance. It turns
out, however, that an X-automaton with bounded error detection distance is equivalent
to a correctness preserving X-automaton, and therewith to a deterministic X-automaton.
This means that nondeterminism increases the expressive power of X-automata only in
combination with an unbounded error detection distance.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
From a theoretical point of view restarting automata can be seen as a tool that yields a very ﬂexible generalization of
analytical grammars. They are analyzers that implement basic aswell as enhanced features of analytical grammars. Theywere
introduced in [3] tomodel the so-called analysis by reduction of natural languages. Analysis by reduction in general facilitates
the development and testing of categories for syntactic and semantic disambiguation of sentences of natural languages. It is
often used (implicitly) for developing formal descriptions of natural languages based on the notion of dependency [9,10,16].
Analysis by reduction consists in stepwise simpliﬁcations (reductions) of a given sentence, possibly enrichedby syntactical
and semantical categories, until a correct simple sentence is obtained. Each simpliﬁcation replaces a small part of the sentence
by an even shorter phrase. These reductions are required to meet the so-called error preserving property, which states that
an incorrect sentence can never be transformed into a correct sentence, and the correctness preserving property, which states
that a correct sentence cannot be transformed into an incorrect one.
Here, we formalize analysis by reduction by using nondeterministic restarting automata. To each sentence of the language
recognized, a restarting automaton M associates all the corresponding derivations through sequences of reduction steps.
These reduction steps transform a word that does not belong to the characteristic language LC (M) of M to sentential forms
that do not belong to this language, either, which shows thatM has the error preserving property. On the other hand, it is only
deterministic restarting automata that in general also satisfy the complementary property of being correctness preserving,
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which states that any cycle of M that starts from a string belonging to the language LC (M) will again give a string from that
language. Accordingly, a nondeterministic restarting automaton is called correctness preserving if it satisﬁes this additional
property.
Because of the importance of the correctness preserving property for modelling analysis by reduction, it is quite natural
to study nondeterministic restarting automata that have this property. What is the expressive power of correctness pre-
serving (nondeterministic) restarting automata in comparison to deterministic restarting automata on the one hand and to
unrestricted nondeterministic restarting automata on the other hand? In fact, we consider this question for various different
types of restarting automata that are distinguished by the way in which they move their read/write window across their
tape and by the kind of rewrite operations they are allowed to execute. Actually we distinguish between nine such classes of
restarting automata, from R- to RLWW-automata (see Section 2 for the deﬁnitions).
By presenting corresponding example languages we will see that for nondeterministic RR(W)(W)-automata, the correct-
ness preserving variants are strictly more expressive than the corresponding deterministic variants. On the other hand, for
nondeterministic R(W)(W)- and RL(W)(W)-automata, the correctness preserving variants are just as expressive as the corre-
sponding deterministic variants. In fact, we present constructions that transform a nondeterministic correctness preserving
restarting automaton of one of these types into a deterministic restarting automaton of the same type that accepts the same
input and characteristic languages. This result,which is a generalization of the corresponding result for simple t-RL-automata
established in [11], shows that for these types of restarting automata the correctness preserving property severely restricts
the power of nondeterminism. Or, put in more positive terms, it stresses the expressive power of deterministic restarting
automata.
Intuitively, the correctness preserving property is a rather severe restriction on the way in which nondeterminism can
be exploited by nondeterministic restarting automata. This is supported by the results above. Can we relax the correctness
preserving property in such a way that some nondeterminism can be used without obtaining the full expressive power of
unlimited nondeterminism? Here, we introduce and study such relaxations of the correctness preserving property in the
form of the so-called error detection distance.
IfM is a nondeterministic restarting automaton that is not correctness preserving, thenM can execute cycles of the form
u cM v, where u ∈ LC (M) and v ∈ LC (M). This can be interpreted as an error ofM. If, starting from the restarting conﬁguration
q0v$, M detects its error and rejects without completing another cycle, then we say that M has error detection distance
1. More generally, if M detects its error after executing at most i − 1 further cycles starting from q0v$, then we say that
M has error detection distance i. Thus, error detection distance 0 corresponds to the correctness preserving property, that
is, having error detection distance i > 0 is a less severe restriction for restarting automata than the correctness preserving
property. While for an unrestricted nondeterministic restarting automaton M, LC (M) can be an NP-complete language [4],
we will see that the membership problem for the language LC (M) is solvable in polynomial time, if M has bounded error
detection distance. In fact, the degree of the polynomial time bound depends on the value of the error detection distance of
M. Thus, a bounded error detection distance does indeed limit the inﬂuence of nondeterminism on the expressive power of
nondeterministic restarting automata.
This raises the question of whether we obtain hierachies of language classes based on the minimal error detection
distance of restarting automata that accept these languages. However, as we will see this is not the case. In fact, for all types
of restarting automata, wewill show that the corresponding hierarchies consist of only two levels: error detection distance 0
andunbounded error detectiondistance. This is shownbypresenting constructions that, given a restarting automatonMwith
error detection distance i > 0 as input, yield a restarting automatonM′ of the same type asM such thatM′ accepts the same
characteristic language as M, but M′ has error detection distance 0, that is, M′ is correctness preserving. In combination
with our results on correctness preserving restarting automata above, this implies that nondeterministic R(W)(W)- or
RL(W)(W)-automata of bounded error detection distance are not more expressive than the corresponding deterministic
types of restarting automata. Thus, it is the unbounded error detection distance in combination with nondeterminism that
makes nondeterministic restarting automata more expressive than the corresponding deterministic variants.
This paper is structured as follows. After restating the basic deﬁnitions on restarting automata in Section 2, we study
the correctness preserving property in Section 3. In Section 4, we deﬁne the error detection distance, and present the
announced polynomial-time algorithm for the uniform membership problem for the class of characteristic languages of
restarting automata with ﬁxed error detection distance. Then we study the inﬂuence of bounded error detection distance on
the expressive power of restarting automata (Section 5). The paper closes with a short summary and some remarks about
open problems related to our studies.
2. Deﬁnitions and notation
Here, we describe in short the type of restarting automaton we will be dealing with. More details on restarting automata
in general can be found in [13,14].
A two-way restarting automaton,RLWW-automaton for short, is a nondeterministicmachineMwith a ﬁnite-state control,
a ﬂexible tape with end markers, and a read/write window of a ﬁxed size. Formally, it is deﬁned as M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ),
where Q is a ﬁnite set of states containing the initial state q0,  is a ﬁnite tape alphabet that in addition to the input alphabet
 may also contain a ﬁnite number of so-called auxiliary symbols, and  and $ are the left and right border markers for the
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workspace, respectively. They are not contained in the tape alphabet , and they cannot be removed from the tape. Finally,
the positive integer k denotes the size of the read/write window. The behaviour of M is described by a transition relation δ
that associates to a pair (q,u) consisting of a state q and a possible content u of the read/write window a ﬁnite set of possible
transition steps. There are ﬁve types of transition steps:
1. A move-right step (MVR) causes M to shift the read/write window one position to the right and to change the state.
However, the window cannot move across the right delimiter $.
2. Amove-left step (MVL) causesM to shift the read/write window one position to the left and to change the state. However,
the window cannot move across the left delimiter .
3. A rewrite step causes M to replace the content u of the read/write window by a shorter string v, thereby shortening the
tape, and to change the state. Further, the window is moved immediately to the right of the newly written factor v.
However, if u ends in $, then so does v, and the window is placed on the $-symbol.
4. A restart step causes M to place its read/write window over the left end of the tape, so that the ﬁrst symbol it sees is the
left delimiter , and to reenter the initial state q0.
5. An accept step causesM to halt and accept.
If δ(q,u) = ∅ for some pair (q,u), thenM necessarily halts, and we say thatM rejects in this situation. It is further required
that in each computation, when ignoring move-right and move-left steps, then rewrite and restart steps alternate, with a
rewrite step being ﬁrst.
A conﬁguration ofM is a string αqβ where q is a state, and either α = λ (the empty string) and β ∈ {} · * · {$} or α ∈ {} · *
and β ∈ * · {$}; here q represents the current state, αβ is the current content of the tape, and it is understood that thewindow
contains the ﬁrst k symbols of β or all of β when |β| ≤ k. A restarting conﬁguration is of the form q0w$, where q0 is the initial
state and w ∈ *; if w ∈ *, then q0w$ is an initial conﬁguration.
In general, the automaton M is nondeterministic, that is, there can be two or more instructions with the same left-hand
side (q,u). If this is not the case, the automaton is deterministic. We use the preﬁx det- to denote deterministic classes of
restarting automata.
We observe that any ﬁnite computation of a two-way restarting automatonM consists of certain phases. A phase, called a
cycle, starts in a restarting conﬁguration, the window is moved along the tape by performingMVR andMVL operations and
a single rewrite operation until ﬁnally a restart operation takes M into a new restarting conﬁguration. Then the next phase
starts. As each rewrite operation is length-reducing, we see that each new phase starts on a shorter string than the previous
one. If no further restart operation is performed, any ﬁnite computation necessarily ﬁnishes in a halting conﬁguration—such
a phase is called a tail. During a tail at most one rewrite operation may be executed. By u cM v we denote a cycle of M that
transforms the restarting conﬁguration q0u$ into the restarting conﬁguration q0v$. By c*M we denote the reﬂexive and
transitive closure of cM .
A string w ∈ * is accepted byM, if there is a computationwhich, startingwith the restarting conﬁguration q0w$, ﬁnishes
by executing an accept instruction. By LC (M) we denote the language consisting of all strings accepted by M; this is the
characteristic language accepted (or recognized) by M. When we restrict attention to input strings only, then we obtain the
language L(M) = LC (M) ∩ *, and we say thatM recognizes (or accepts) the language L(M).
We are also interested in various restricted types of restarting automata. They are obtained by combining two types of
restrictions:
(a) Restrictions on the movement of the read/write window (expressed by the ﬁrst part of the class name): RL- denotes no
restriction, RR- means that noMVL operations are available, and R- means that noMVL operations are available and that
each rewrite step is immediately followed by a restart.
(b) Restrictions on the rewrite instructions (expressed by the second part of the class name): -WW denotes no restriction,
-Wmeans that no auxiliary symbols are available (that is,  = ), and -λ means that no auxiliary symbols are available
and that each rewrite step is simply a deletion (that is, if (q′,v) ∈ δ(q,u) is a rewrite instruction of M, then v is obtained
from u by deleting some symbols).
For each type X of restarting automata, we denote the class of languages that are accepted by automata of that type by
L(X).
A cycle of a computation of an RRWW-automatonM consists of three phases: ﬁrstM behaves like a ﬁnite-state acceptor,
scanning a preﬁx of the current tape content from left to right. On detecting the left-hand side u of a rewrite step u → v, M
replaces u by v, and then it scans the remaining sufﬁx of the tape content from left to right until it reaches the right delimiter
$, where it restarts. Accordingly, the relation cM can be described more transparently by a ﬁnite sequence of rewriting meta-
instructions of the form (E1,u → v,E2), where E1 and E2 are regular languages (usually given in terms of regular expressions),
and u → v is a rewrite step of M (see, e.g., [14]). When M is about to execute the next cycle of a computation, it chooses
one of its rewritingmeta-instructions nondeterministically. Starting from the restarting conﬁguration q0w$,M can execute
the meta-instruction (E1,u → v,E2) only if w admits one or more factorizations of the form w = w1uw2 such that w1 ∈ E1
and w2$ ∈ E2. In this case one of these factorizations is chosen nondeterministically, and q0w$ is transformed into the
corresponding restarting conﬁguration q0w1vw2$. In order to describe the tails of accepting computations we use a ﬁnite
set of accepting meta-instructions of the form ( · E · $,Accept), where the strings from the regular language E are accepted
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by M in tail computations. As we can combine the regular constraints of all accepting meta-instructions, we can assume
without loss of generality that there is only a single accepting meta-instruction for M, if that is more convenient. As an
RWW-automaton M′ restarts immediately after executing a rewrite step, the corresponding relation cM′ can be described
by rewriting meta-instructions of the form (E1,u → v).
Note that a description by meta-instructions can be extracted from the deﬁnition M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) of an RRWW-
automatonM. With each rewrite operation of the form (p,v) ∈ δ(q,u), we can associate a rewriting meta-instruction (E1,u →
v,E2), where E1 is a regular expression for the language L
(l)
q = {  · w | w ∈ *, q0wu *M wqu }, and E2 is a regular expression
for the language L
(r)
p = {w · $ | w ∈ *, ∃p′ ∈ Q : pw$ *M wp′$, and RESTART ∈ δ(p′,$) }. Here, M denotes the single-step
computation relation thatM induces on ( ∪ {,$})* · Q · ( ∪ {,$})*, and *M is its reﬂexive and transitive closure. Further, it
is obvious that the set ofwords thatM accepts in tail computations is regular, and a corresponding acceptingmeta-instruction
canbedetermined fromM. Conversely, fromadescriptionbymeta-instructions adeﬁnitionof the formM = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ)
can be derived for M. Thus, these two types of presentations for RRWW-automata are (effectively) equivalent, and we can
always choose the one that is more convenient for our purposes. Obviously, this also applies to RWW-automata.
In the following, we will describe individual examples of restarting automata by means of ﬁnite collections of meta-
instructions, as they greatly enhance the clarity and simplicity of these descriptions. Note, however, that meta-instructions
are inherently nondeterministic in nature, and so, in order to investigate determinism and related properties in detail, one
needs to consider explicit transition functions.
The following properties are of central importance for the study of restarting automata (see, e.g., [3]). Here, we will
concentrate on the ﬁrst of them as one of the main topics of this paper.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Correctness preserving property).AnRLWW-automatonMwith tape alphabet is called correctness preserving
if, for all u,v ∈ *, u ∈ LC (M) and u c*M v imply that v ∈ LC (M).
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Error preserving property). An RLWW-automaton M with tape alphabet  is called error preserving if, for all
u,v ∈ *, u ∈ LC (M) and u c*M v imply that v ∈ LC (M).
It is rather obvious that each RLWW-automaton is error preserving, and that all deterministic RLWW-automata are
correctness preserving. On the other hand, one can easily construct examples of nondeterministic RLWW-automata that are
not correctness preserving.Wewill use the preﬁx cp- to denote classes of restarting automata that are correctness preserving.
Unfortunately, it is undecidable in general whether a given nondeterministic restarting automaton is correctness preserving,
as we will see below.
Example 2.3. Let L1 be the following language on  = {a,b,c,d}:
L1 = { anbnc,ancbnc | n ≥ 0 } ∪ { anbmd,andbmd | m > 2n ≥ 0 }.
Then L1 is accepted by the RW-automatonM1 that is given through the following sequence of meta-instruction:
(1) ( · a+,abb → cb), (4) ( · a+,adbbb → db),
(2) ( · a+,abbb → db), (5) ( · {λ,ab,c,acb} · c · $,Accept),
(3) ( · a+,acbb → cb), (6) ( · {λ,abb,d,adbb} · b+ · d · $,Accept).
It is easily seen that L(M1) = L1 holds. Further, starting from the conﬁguration q0anbnc$ for a sufﬁciently large value of
n, M1 can execute the cycle a
nbnc cM1 an−1dbn−2c. As anbnc ∈ L1, while an−1dbn−2c ∈ L1, we see that M1 is not correctness
preserving.
On the other hand, the language L1 is accepted by the RR-automaton M2 that is described through the following meta-
instructions (see, e.g., [14]):
(1) ( · a*,ab → λ,b* · c · $), (4) ( · a*,adbb → d,b+ · d · $),
(2) ( · a*,acb → c,b* · c · $), (5) ( · {c,cc} · $,Accept),
(3) ( · a*,abb → λ,b+ · d · $), (6) ( · {λ,d} · b+ · d · $,Accept).
The automatonM2 is nondeterministic, but it is correctness preserving. Indeed, starting from a conﬁguration of the form
q0anbnc$, M2 may execute the rewrite step abb → λ of (3), thereby transforming the tape content into an−1bn−2c$, but it
will then detect its error at the right end of the tape, where it encounters the symbol c, and reject. Analogous considerations
apply to the other cases.
We complete this section by establishing the following undecidability result, which was already mentioned above.
Theorem 2.4. The following problem is undecidable:
INSTANCE : An RW-automaton M.
QUESTION : Is M correctness preserving?
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Proof.We prove this result by a reduction from the emptiness problem for Church-Rosser languages, which is known to be
undecidable [12]. As the class CRL of Church-Rosser languages coincides with the languages classL(det-RWW) (see, e.g.,
[14]), the following emptiness problem is undecidable:
INSTANCE : A deterministic RWW-automatonM.
QUESTION : Is the language L(M) accepted byM empty?
Now let M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) be a deterministic RWW-automaton. From M we construct a nondeterministic RW-
automaton Mˆ := (Qˆ ,ˆ,ˆ,,$,q0,k,δˆ) by taking ˆ :=  ∪ {}, where  is a new symbol, and by adding the meta-instruction
( · *,u · $ →  · $) for all u ∈ 2.
Claim 1. L(Mˆ) = LC (Mˆ) = LC (M).
Proof. As Mˆ is an RW-automaton, L(Mˆ) = LC (Mˆ), and as Mˆ is obtained from M by introducing additional meta-instructions,
it is obvious that LC (M) ⊆ L(Mˆ) holds. Conversely, assume that α ∈ ˆ* such that α ∈ L(Mˆ). Then there exists an accepting
computation of the form α c
Mˆ
α1 c
Mˆ
α2 c
Mˆ
· · · c
Mˆ
αm, where αm is accepted by Mˆ in a tail computation. As the new meta-
instructions introduce an occurrence of the new symbol , which does not occur in any other meta-instruction, it follows
that the above computation is actually a computation ofM. This implies that α ∈ LC (M). Thus, L(Mˆ) = LC (M). 
It follows that L(M) = L(Mˆ) ∩ *.
Claim 2. Mˆ is correctness preserving if and only if L(M) ∩ ≥2 = ∅.
Proof.Assumeﬁrst that there exists awordw ∈ *, |w| ≥ 2, that is accepted byM. Hence,w is also accepted by Mˆ. However, as
|w| ≥ 2,w canbewritten asw = w1u, whereu ∈ 2, andhence, themeta-instruction ( · *,u · $ →  · $) applies to the initial
conﬁguration of Mˆ that corresponds to input w. Thus, Mˆ can execute the cycle w = w1u c
Mˆ
w1. As w1 ∈ LC (M) = L(Mˆ),
while w ∈ L(M) ⊆ L(Mˆ), this implies that Mˆ ist not correctness preserving.
Conversely, assume that L(M) ∩ ≥2 = ∅, and let α ∈ L(Mˆ) = LC (M). Then |α| < 2, or α contains letters from . Hence,
if Mˆ can execute a cycle of the form α c
Mˆ
β, then this cycle cannot possibly result from an application of one of the new
meta-instructions. Thus, this cycle is actually of the form α cM β. As M is deterministic, it follows that β ∈ LC (M) = L(Mˆ)
holds. Thus, Mˆ is indeed correctness preserving.
We can clearly check whether M accepts an input word w ∈ * of length |w| ≤ 1. If so, then L(M) = ∅. Otherwise, we see
that L(M) = ∅ if and only if L(M) ∩ ≥2 = ∅ if and only if Mˆ is not correctness preserving (Claim 2). Hence, it follows that the
correctness preserving property is in general undecidable for RW-automata. 
Obviously, the undecidability result above extends immediately to all classes of restarting automata that generalize RW-
automata. On the other hand, by using an appropriate encoding ϕ each RW-automatonM on alphabet  can be transformed
into an R-automaton M′ on ′ = {a,b,c,d} such that M′ simulates the computations of M cycle by cycle, and M′ accepts the
language ϕ(L(M)) ([8], see also [14] Theorem 3). Thus, we obtain the following generalization of Theorem 2.4.
Corollary 2.5. For each type X ∈ {R,RR,RL,RW,RRW,RLW,RWW,RRWW, RLWW}, it is undecidable in general whether a given
restarting automaton of type X is correctness preserving.
3. Correctness preserving automata and determinism
Here, we compare the expressive power of nondeterministic restarting automata that are correctness preserving to that
of deterministic restarting automata of the same type. We begin with the various types of RR-automata.
Theorem 3.1. For all X ∈ {WW,W,λ},L(det-RRX)L(cp-RRX), that is, correctness preserving RRX-automata are more ex-
pressive than deterministic RRX-automata.
Proof. As seen in Example 2.3, the language L1 is accepted by a correctness preserving RR-automaton. However, L1 is not
accepted by any deterministic RRW-automaton. Assume to the contrary that M is a deterministic RRW-automaton that
accepts the language L1. Letnbeasufﬁciently large integer.Weconsider the following inputwordsw1 = anbnc,w2 = anb2n+1d,
and w3 = anb2nd. Then w1,w2 ∈ L1, while w3 ∈ L1. From the choice of n it follows that M can neither accept w1 nor w2 in
a tail computation. Thus, on input w1 it will execute a cycle of the form w1 cM w′1. As M is deterministic, it is correctness
preserving, which implies that w′
1
∈ L1. Thus, w′1 is either of the form an−ibn−ic or of the form an−icbn−ic for some integer i
satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ k/2, where k denotes the size of the read/write window ofM. To process inputw2,M will execute the same
rewrite step, that is, it will perform a cycle of the form w2 cM w′2, implying that w′2 = an−ib2n+1−id or w′2 = an−icb2n+1−id.
As the latter word does not belong to L1, it follows that w
′
1
= an−ibn−ic and w′
2
= an−ib2n+1−id. This, in turn, means that
starting from the restarting conﬁguration with tape contentsw3,M will rewritew3 intow
′
3
= an−ib2n−id. After executing the
corresponding rewrite stepM scans the sufﬁx b2n−id, and on encountering the right delimiter $, it either restarts or rejects. In
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the former case it has completed the cyclew3 cM w′3 = an−ib2n−id. This, however, contradicts the error preserving property,
asw′
3
∈ L1. Thus,M must reject in the above computation. However, as n is a large integer, and asM behaves essentially like a
ﬁnite-state acceptor while scanning the sufﬁx b2n−id, there exists a factorization of the form b2n−i = xyz such that y = bs = λ,
andM behaves on xy2zd$ just as it behaves on b2n−id$. This implies thatMwill reject theword anb2n+sd, which is an element
of L1. Thus, in either case L(M) = L1 follows. This proves our statement for RR- and RRW-automata.
The class of languagesL(det-RRWW) coincides with the class CRL of Church-Rosser languages (see, e.g., [14]). As the
language Lcopy = {w#w | w ∈ {a,b}* } is not Church-Rosser (in fact, it is not even growing context-sensitive [2]), it follows
that it is not accepted by any deterministic RRWW-automaton. However, in [14] a nondeterministic RRWW-automaton M
is presented for this language. It is easily seen by inspection thatM is correctness preserving. This proves our statement for
RRWW-automata. 
Next we turn to the various types of R-automata. For these types of restarting automata the deterministic variants are as
expressive as the corresponding correctness preserving variants.
Theorem 3.2. For all X ∈ {WW,W,λ}, if M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) is a correctness preserving RX-automaton, then there exists a
deterministic RX-automaton M′ satisfying LC (M′) = LC (M) and L(M′) = L(M).
Proof. Let M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) be a correctness preserving RX-automaton. We describe a deterministic RX-automaton
M′ = (Q ′,,,,$,q0,k,δ′) such that LC (M′) = LC (M) holds. The automaton M′ acts in the same way as M, but when scanning
its tape from left to right it applies the ﬁrst rewrite instruction that becomes applicable. In case several such instructions
exist, the tie is broken based on a linear ordering of the rewrite instructions. Accordingly, we take Q ′ to be the powerset of
Q , and we deﬁne the transition relation δ′ as follows. For each subset q′ ⊆ Q and each possible content u of the read/write
window of M, let (q′,u) =⋃q∈q′ δ(q,u). If (q′,u) = ∅, then δ′(q′,u) is undeﬁned; if (q′,u) contains an accept instruction,
then we take δ′(q′,u) = Accept, and if (q′,u) contains one or more rewrite operations, then one of them, say v, is chosen,
and we take δ′(q′,u) = v. Finally, if(q′,u) only containsMVR operations, then we take δ′(q′,u) = (qˆ,MVR), where qˆ = { r ∈ Q |
∃ q ∈ q′ : (r,MVR) ∈ δ(q,u) }. ThenM′ is obviously a deterministic RX-automaton.
From the above construction it is easily seen that LC (M
′) ⊆ LC (M) holds. So it remains to verify the converse inclusion.
Let w ∈ *, and assume that w is accepted byM, that is, w ∈ LC (M). Starting from the restarting conﬁguration q0w$,M′
scans the tape content from left to right looking for the ﬁrst position at whichM could apply an accept or a rewrite operation.
If M′ detects an applicable accept instruction of M, then it accepts as well. Otherwise, M′ will execute a cycle of the form
w cM′ w′ for some w′ ∈ *. From the deﬁnition of M′ it follows that M could have executed this very cycle, too, that is, we
also have the cyclew cM w′. AsM is correctness preserving, this means thatw′ ∈ LC (M) holds. By induction it follows thatM′
accepts on input w, that is, LC (M
′) = LC (M). SinceM′ andM have the same input alphabet, we obtain L(M′) = L(M), too. 
From the proof above we see that the transformation of a correctness preserving R(W)(W)-automaton into an equivalent
deterministic restarting automaton of the same type will in general yield an exponential increase in the number of internal
states. Thus, although they have the same expressive power, correctness preserving R(W)(W)-automata might be more
succinct than their deterministic counterparts.
In the following,wewill extend this result toRLWW-automata. In fact,we consider two generalizations of these automata.
First of all we consider RLWW-automata for which it is not required anymore that each rewrite step u → v satisﬁes the
length restriction |u| > |v|. Instead we only require that there exists aweight function ω :  →N+ such that, for each rewrite
step u → v, ω(u) > ω(v) holds. Here, the function ω is extended to a morphism from * to N by deﬁning ω(λ) = 0 and
ω(wa) = ω(w) + ω(a) for allw ∈ * and all a ∈ . Restarting automata that satisfy this weaker restriction are called shrinking.
Shrinking restarting automata were introduced in [5,7] and studied in some detail in [6]. In fact, it is easily seen from the
proof of Theorem3.2 that this theoremholds forRWW- andRW-automata that are shrinking. Secondly, we admit (shrinking)
restarting automata that are allowed to perform up to c rewrite operations per cycle for some constant c ≥ 1. Actually it has
been observed in [6] that this additional capacity does not increase the expressive power of shrinking RLWW-automata.
We recall the following useful technical result which is a slight extension of a result from [15]. Essentially it states
that for nondeterministic types of restarting automata, the MVL operation is not needed. This is based on the observation
that each cycle of a computation of a nondeterministic RLWW-automaton M consists of three phases: ﬁrst M behaves like
a nondeterministic two-way ﬁnite-state acceptor, then it executes a rewrite step, and thereafter it again behaves like a
nondeterministic ﬁnite-state acceptor that, however, scans the now rewritten tape content. By guessing crossing sequences
for the ﬁrst and the last of these phases, a nondeterministic RRWW-automaton can simulate M cycle by cycle, executing
exactly the same rewrite steps asM. This argument also extends to (shrinking) RLWW-automata that can execute a limited
number c > 1 of rewrite steps per cycle.
Theorem 3.3. For all X ∈ {WW,W,λ}, if ML = (QL ,,,,$,q0,k,δL) is a (shrinking) RLX-automaton that executes up to c ≥ 1
rewrite steps per cycle, then there exists a (shrinking)RRX-automatonMR = (QR,,,,$,q0,k,δR) that also executes up to c rewrite
steps per cycle such that, for all u,v ∈ *, u cML v if and only if u cMR v. In addition, LC (ML) = LC (MR) and L(ML) = L(MR) hold.
Hence, correctness preserving RR(W)(W)-automata are as expressive as correctness preserving RL(W)(W)-automata, but
as seen in Theorem 3.1 they aremore expressive than deterministic RR(W)(W)-automata. On the other hand, it is known that
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deterministic RL(W)(W)-automata are more expressive than deterministic RR(W)(W)-automata. For example, one can easily
design a deterministicRL-automaton for the language L1 considered in Example 2.3, and the language Lcopy considered in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 is accepted by a deterministic RLWW-automaton. The following result extends Theorem 3.2 to (certain
generalized variants of) RL(W)(W)-automata.
Theorem 3.4. For all X ∈ {WW,W,λ}, if M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) is a correctness preserving (shrinking) RLX-automaton that
performs up to c ≥ 1 rewrite steps per cycle, then there exists a (shrinking) deterministic RLX-automaton M′ performing up to c
rewrite steps per cycle such that LC (M
′) = LC (M) and L(M′) = L(M).
The proof is an adaptation of the proof of the corresponding result for t-sRL-automata given in [11]. By Theorem 3.3
each (shrinking) RLX-automatonML that executes up to c ≥ 1 rewrite steps per cycle is equivalent to some (shrinking) RRX-
automatonMR that simulatesML cycle by cycle. This automaton in turn can be described by acceptingmeta-instructions and
by generalized rewriting meta-instructions of the form
I = ( · E0,u1 → v1,E1,u2 → v2, . . . ,Es−1,us → vs,Es · $),
where 1 ≤ s ≤ c, E0,E1, . . . ,Es are regular languages, and u1 → v1, . . . ,us → vs are the rewrite steps executed by I. This meta-
instruction can be applied to a string of the form w = x0u1x1u2 · · · xs−1usxs satisfying xi ∈ Ei for all i = 0, . . . ,s, and it yields
the string x0v1x1v2 · · · xs−1vsxs. Observe, however, that the transformation of a given RLX-automaton into an equivalent
RRX-automaton involves a powerset construction that induces an exponential increase in the size of the automaton.
Proof. Let M be a correctness preserving (shrinking) RLX-automaton that performs up to c ≥ 1 rewrite steps per cycle. By
the remark aboveM can be described through a ﬁnite sequence ofmeta-instructions I1, . . . ,Ii. Wewill present a deterministic
(shrinking) RLX-automaton M′ recognizing the same language as M. First, for each j = 1, . . . ,i, we construct a ﬁnite-state
acceptor Aj for the set of strings to which meta-instruction Ij is applicable. The automatonM
′ will then proceed as follows:
1. M′ scans the current string w ∈ * on its tape from left to right simulating all the acceptors A1, . . . ,Ai in parallel. At the
right delimiterM′ knows which meta-instructions ofM are applicable to the current string. If none is applicable, thenM′
halts and rejects; if any of the applicablemeta-instructions is accepting, thenM′ halts and accepts. Otherwise, any correct
application of any of the applicable meta-instructions will yield a stringw′ such thatw′ ∈ LC (M) if and only ifw ∈ LC (M),
asM is correctness preserving. Thus,M′ simply chooses one of these applicable meta-instructions deterministically, e.g.,
the one with the smallest index. By I we denote meta-instruction chosen.
2. M′ simulates an application of I on its current tape content.
It remains to show how M′ simulates an application of I to the conﬁguration q0w$. Let w = y1 · · · yn, where y1, . . . ,yn ∈ ,
and assume that
I = ( · E0,u1 → v1,E1,u2 → v2,E2, . . . ,Es−1,us → vs,Es · $),
where 1 ≤ s ≤ c. M′ must determine a factorization of the form w = x0u1x1u2 · · · xs−1usxs such that xi ∈ Ei for all i = 0, . . . ,s,
and replace the factors u1,u2, . . . ,us by the strings v1,v2, . . . ,vs, respectively. Aswmay havemany such factorizations,M
′ must
choose one of them deterministically. For this taskM′ will use ﬁnite-state acceptorsM1, . . . ,Ms andMR1 , . . . ,M
R
s , which accept
the following regular languages:
L(M1) =  · E0 · u1, (E1 · u2 · E2 · u3 · · · Es−1 · us · Es · $)R = L(MR1 ),
L(M2) = E1 · u2, (E2 · u3 · · · Es−1 · us · Es · $)R = L(MR2 ),
.
.
.
.
.
.
L(Ms−1) = Es−2 · us−1, (Es−1 · us · Es · $)R = L(MRs−1),
L(Ms) = Es−1 · us, (Es · $)R = L(MRs ).
Obviously, these ﬁnite-state acceptors can be constructed from I. After step (1) above (that is, when choosing the meta-
instruction I), M′ is at the right delimiter. Now it scans its tape again, this time from right to left, thereby simulating the
ﬁnite-state acceptors MR
1
, . . . ,MRs in parallel. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ s and 0 ≤  < n, let q(j,) denote the state of MRj after reading
the string yn · · · y+1. When reaching the left delimiter, M′ changes direction again. Now, while moving to the right, M′
simulates the ﬁnite-state acceptor M1. Simultaneously, it recomputes the internal states of all the acceptors M
R
1
, . . . ,MRs on
the respective tape symbol, that is, it runs these acceptors in reverse. This it can do due to the following technical result from
[1, pp. 212–213], and the fact that the input for these acceptors starts with the special symbol $.
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a deterministic ﬁnite-state acceptor. For each string x and each integer i, 0 ≤ i ≤ |x|, let qA(x,i) be the internal
state of A after processing the preﬁx of length i + 1 of $ · x. Then there exists a deterministic two-way ﬁnite-state acceptor A′ such
that, for each input x and each i ∈ {2,3, . . . ,|x| − 1}, if A′ starts its computation on $ · x in state qA(x,i)with its head on the (i + 1)-st
symbol of x, then A′ ﬁnishes its computation in state qA(x,i − 1) with its head on the i-th symbol of x. During this computation A′
only visits (a part of) the preﬁx of length i + 1 of $ · x.
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As meta-instruction I is applicable to the conﬁguration q0w$, w belongs to the set E0 · u1 · E1 · u2 · E2 · u3 · · · Es−1 · us ·
Es. Hence, there is a smallest index 1 such that  · y1 · · · y1 ∈ L(M1) and y1+1 · · · yn · $ ∈ (L(MR1 ))R. That is, after scanning
 · y1 · · · y1 , the ﬁnite-state acceptor M1 is in an accepting state, and simultaneously q(1,1) is an accepting state of MR1 . On
reaching this position,M′ replaces the sufﬁx u1 of y1 · · · y1 by v1, aborts the simulations ofM1 andMR1 , and starts to simulate
M2 from its initial state. NowM
′ looks for an index 2 > 1 such thatM2 is in an accepting state after processing y1+1 · · · y2 ,
and q(2,2) is an accepting state of M
R
2
. Once this position is reached, M′ replaces the sufﬁx u2 by v2, aborts the simulations
of M2 and M
R
2
, and starts to simulate M3. This process is then continued for i = 3,4, . . . ,s. In this way, M′ does indeed apply
the meta-instruction I to its current tape content.
It is easy to see that the RLX-automaton M′ constructed in the way described above is deterministic, and that it accepts
the same languages as the given RLX-automatonM. 
The nondeterminism of a correctness preserving restarting automatonM is a kind of “don’t care nondeterminism:” For a
word w, there may be several different possible cycles w cM zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, but as M is correctness preserving, zi ∈ LC(M) for
all i if and only ifw ∈ LC(M) holds. Thus, we need not care about which of these cycles is actually executed. The results above
show that for R(W)(W)- and RL(W)(W)-automata this restricted type of nondeterminism is equivalent in expressive power
to that of determinism, while for RR(W)(W)-automata even this restricted type of nondeterminism is more expressive as
determinism.
4. The error-detection distance
As the correctness preserving property has turned out to be such a severe restriction for theway inwhich nondeterminism
can be used by restarting automata, we now introduce a weaker restriction for nondeterministic restarting automata in the
form of the error detection distance. By increasing the upper bound for this distance we obtain an inﬁnite sequence of
weaker and weaker restrictions on the way cycles may be executed in a nondeterministic way by a corresponding restarting
automaton.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) be an RLWW-automaton, and let i be a non-negative integer. We say that M has
error detection distance i, if, for all stringsw ∈ LC (M) and all partial computationsw cM w1 cM · · · cM wm, ifw1 ∈ LC (M), then
m ≤ i. That is, if the ﬁrst cycle w cM w1 contains an error, then starting from the restarting conﬁguration q0w1$, M can
execute at most i − 1 more cycles before it halts and rejects, that is, before it detects its error.
IfM has error detection distance i ≥ 1, and ifw ∈ LC(M), then theremay be (one ormore) possible cyclesw cM z such that
z ∈ LC(M). Thus, a computationofM starting fromthe restarting conﬁguration corresponding towmayerr, but it is guaranteed
that after at most i − 1 further cycles this particular computation fails. This restriction seems to be much less severe than
the correctness preserving property, which corresponds to error detection distance 0. Unfortunately, the undecidability of
the correctness preserving property (Theorem 2.4) carries over to the error detection distance.
Theorem 4.2. The following problems are undecidable for all types X ∈ {R,RR,RL,RW,RRW,RLW,RWW,RRWW,RLWW} and all
integers i ≥ 1 :
INSTANCE : A restarting automaton M of type X.
QUESTION 1 : Does M have error detection distance i?
QUESTION 2 : Does M have bounded error detection distance?
Proof. We present a detailed proof for the case of RW-automata. For R-automata the corresponding undecidability results
are then obtained by using the encoding mentioned in the discussion preceding Corollary 2.5.
In the proof of Theorem 2.4 we have constructed an RW-automaton Mˆ from an RWW-automaton M such that L(Mˆ) =
LC (Mˆ) = LC (M) holds, and Mˆ is correctness preserving if and only if L(M) ∩ ≥2 = ∅. By introducing an additional symbol
1 and meta-instructions ( · *,a ·  · $ → 1 · $) for all a ∈ , we obtain an RW-automaton Mˆ1 that has the following
properties:
- L(Mˆ1) = LC (Mˆ1) = LC (Mˆ) = LC (M), and
- Mˆ1 has error detection distance 1 if and only if L(M) ∩ ≥3 = ∅.
As in the proof of Theorem 2.4 it now follows that it is undecidable in general whether a given RW-automaton has error
detection distance 1. For larger values of i, this construction can be iterated.
Finally, we want to establish undecidability for the problem of deciding whether a given RW-automaton has bounded
error detection distance. We prove this result by a reduction from the ﬁniteness problem for Church-Rosser languages,
which is also known to be undecidable [12]. As CRL =L(det-RWW), also the following ﬁniteness problem is
undecidable:
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INSTANCE : A deterministic RWW-automatonM.
QUESTION : Is the language L(M) accepted byM ﬁnite?
Now let M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) be a deterministic RWW-automaton. From M we construct a nondeterministic RW-
automaton M˜ := (Q˜ ,˜,˜,,$,q0,k,δ˜) by taking ˜ :=  ∪ {}, where  is a new symbol, and by adding the following meta-
instructions:
(1) ( · *,u · $ →  · $) for all u ∈ 2,
(2) ( · *,a ·  · $ →  · $) for all a ∈ .
Analogously to the corresponding claim in the proof of Theorem 2.4 it follows that L(M˜) = LC (M˜) = LC (M).
Claim 1. If L(M) is inﬁnite, then M˜ has unbounded error detection distance.
Proof. Let i ∈N. Then there exists a word w = a1a2 · · · an ∈ L(M), where a1,a2, . . . ,an ∈ , such that n ≥ i + 2. Hence, M˜ can
execute the following sequence of cycles:
w c
M˜
a1 · · · an−2 cM˜ a1 · · · an−3 
c
M˜
· · · c
M˜
.
This sequence has length n − 1 ≥ i + 1. As w ∈ LC (M) and a1 · · · an−2 ∈ LC (M), it follows that M˜ does not have error-
detection distance i. 
Claim 2. If L(M) is ﬁnite, then M˜ has bounded error-detection distance.
Proof. From the proof of Claim 1 we see that a sequence of cycles w c
M˜
w1 cM˜ w2 
c
M˜
· · · c
M˜
wm, for which w ∈ LC (M) and
w1 ∈ LC (M), must start with a word w ∈ L(M). If L(M) is ﬁnite, then there exists a largest integer n such that L(M) contains
a word of length n. Then each sequence of cycles of the form above is of length at most n − 1, that is, M˜ has error-detection
distance n − 1.
It follows that M˜ has bounded error-detection distance if and only if L(M) is ﬁnite. 
Our next result states that the uniform membership problem for the class of languages that are accepted by restarting
automata with a ﬁxed error detection distance is solvable in polynomial time. This contrasts with the fact that there even
exists an R-automaton M for which the language L(M) is NP-complete [8]. It indicates that a bound on the error detection
distance is still a rather severe restriction on the way nondeterminism can be exploited by restarting automata. Below we
will use the notation |M| to denote the size of a restarting automatonM, that is, the length of a description ofM.
Theorem 4.3. For each i ≥ 0, the following uniform membership problem is solvable in time O(|M|i+1 · ni+2) :
INSTANCE : An RLWW-automaton M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) that has error detection distance i,
and a string w ∈ * of length n.
QUESTION : Is w accepted by M, that is, does w ∈ LC (M) hold?
Proof. Let M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) be the given RLWW-automaton that has error detection distance i, and let w ∈ * be the
given inputword of length n. In order to decidewhether or notw ∈ LC (M) holds, we construct a tree T = T(M,w,i) inductively
as follows from the RLWW-automatonM, the string w, and the constant i.
The root of T is labelled by w. If M accepts w in a tail computation, then w ∈ LC (M), and we accept. Otherwise, if no
meta-instruction of M is applicable to w, then M rejects w, and so do we. Finally, we create a new node with label w1 for
each string w1 ∈ * for which M can execute a cycle of the form w cM w1, and we introduce directed edges from the root
to each of these nodes. Each of these nodes can be constructed in time O(|M| · n). As |w| = n, and as for each factor of length
k of w, the number of applicable rewrite transitions is bounded by a constant that depends on M, we see that there are at
most O(|M| · n) many such strings w1. Thus, this part of the tree is constructed in time O(|M|2 · n2).
Next, if there is an accepting tail computation for any of the stringsw1, thenw1 ∈ LC (M), and therewithw ∈ LC (M). Hence,
we terminate the process and accept. On the other hand, if no meta-instruction is applicable to any of the strings w1, then
M rejects all these strings, and so it rejectsw, that is, we terminate the process and reject as well. Finally, for each stringw1,
we create a new node with label w2 for each string such that M can execute the cycle w1 cM w2, and add a directed edge
from the node with label w1 to all these new nodes. As there are at most O(|M| · n) successor nodes for each node at level 1,
we obtain at most O(|M|2 · n2) nodes at level 2. Hence, this part takes time at most O(|M|3 · n3).
This process of creating nodes and edges is repeated until either we accept, or we reject, or until we have created all
possible nodes up to level i. Thus, we have obtained atmost
∑i
j=0 O(|M|j · nj) = O(|M|i · ni)many nodes, and this construction
takes time O(|M|i+1 · ni+1).
Finally, ifM accepts any string occurring as a label in the tree T in a tail computation, thenw ∈ LC (M), and we accept. If no
meta-instruction ofM is applicable to any stringwi that occurs as a label of a node at level i, thenM rejects all these strings,
and so it rejectsw, that is,w ∈ LC (M). If, for some stringwi labelling a node at level i,M can execute a cycle of the formwi cM v,
then we replacew by the stringw1 that is the immediate descendant of the root on the path p from the root to the node with
label wi. Indeed, with the path p we have constructed a sequence of cycles of the form w cM w1 cM w2 cM · · · cM wi cM v,
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and as M has error detection distance i, this shows that w1 ∈ LC (M) if and only if w ∈ LC (M). Thus, we can now repeat
the above construction with the string w1. As |w1| < |w|, we see that this overall process will terminate after at most
n rounds. Hence, in this way we can determine whether or not w ∈ LC (M) holds. The whole process takes time at most
O(|M|i+1 · ni+2). 
5. Bounded error-detection distance
For nondeterministic restarting automata the requirement of a bounded error detection distance is a much weaker
restriction than the correctness preservingproperty. But howdoes the expressivepower of restarting automatawithbounded
error detection distance compare to the expressive power of correctness preserving restarting automata of the same type?
Here, we will establish the unexpected result that, for each type X of restarting automata considered in this paper, an X-
automaton of bounded error detection distance is equivalent in expressive power to an X-automaton that is correctness
preserving. Thus, for restarting automata in general the type of nondeterminism permitted by a bounded error detection
distance is essentially just as restrictive as the “don’t care nondeterminism” corresponding to the correctness preserving
property. We ﬁrst establish this result for R(W)(W)-automata.
Theorem 5.1. For all X ∈ {WW,W,λ}, if M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) is an RX-automaton that has bounded error detection distance,
then there exists a correctness preserving RX-automaton M′ = (Q ′,,,,$,q0,k′,δ′) such that LC (M′) = LC (M) and L(M′) = L(M).
Proof. Let M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) be an RX-automaton that has bounded error detection distance, that is, there exists an
integer i ≥ 0 such thatM has error detection distance i. Obviously, for i = 0 there is nothing to show, so we can assume that
i ≥ 1. FromM we will construct a correctness preserving RX-automatonM′ = (Q ′,,,,$,q0,k′,δ′) satisfying LC (M′) = LC (M).
We ﬁrst consider the case i = 1.
If M has error detection distance 1, then we have the following equivalence for all words w ∈ * and all sequences of
cycles w cM w′ cM w′′:
w ∈ LC (M) if and only if w′ ∈ LC (M).
Further, we have to constructM′ in such a way that LC (M′) = LC (M), and that the following condition holds for all x ∈ *
and all cycles x cM′ y:
x ∈ LC (M) if and only if y ∈ LC (M).
Thus, the transition relation δ′ ofM′ must be deﬁned in such away that it satisﬁes this equivalence, that is, it only executes
correctness preserving rewrite steps.
A cycle (or a rewrite step) is called safe for M′, if at the time it is executed it is already known from the behaviour of M
that this particular step is correctness preserving. Speciﬁcally, this will be realized by requiring thatM′ may execute a cycle
that transforms x into y only if words z and z′ have been detected for which sequences of cycles of the form x c+M z cM z′ and
y c*M z cM z′ exist. Observe that the ﬁrst of these sequences implies that x ∈ LC (M) if and only if z ∈ LC (M), and the second
implies that y ∈ LC (M) if and only if z ∈ LC (M), which yields x ∈ LC (M) if and only if y ∈ LC (M). Accordingly, the transition
relation δ′ ofM′ will be deﬁned in such a way that it only executes safe rewrite steps. This is achieved as follows.
Let q0w$ be a restarting conﬁguration ofM. Assume thatw = w1uw2 for some rewrite step u → v ofM, and assume that
this is a leftmost applicable rewrite step, that is, no rewrite step applies to the preﬁxw1. Thus, by applying this rewrite step,
M can execute the cyclew = w1uw2 cM w1vw2. How isM′ to behave in this situation? It cannot simply execute this rewrite
step, since it must ﬁrst make sure that it is safe to do so. In fact,M′ will in general have to look for another rewrite operation
that is safe because of the existence of the rewrite step above. Accordingly M′ scans the sufﬁx w2 of the tape contents from
left to right looking for the next applicable rewrite step ofM. We distinguish four cases.
Case 1. Assume that w1vw2 contains the lefthand side of a rewrite operation u
′ → v′ of M such that u′ overlaps with the
preﬁx w1v of w1vw2, that is, either w1 = w1,1w1,2, v = v1v2, and u′ = w1,2v1, or v = v1v2, w2 = v′2w2,2, and u′ = v2v′2. Then
M can execute the cycle w1vw2 = w1,1u′v2w2 cM w1,1v′v2w2 or the cycle w1vw2 = w1v1u′w2,2 cM w1v1v′w2,2, respectively
(see Fig. 1). From the above equivalence forMwe see thatw ∈ LC (M) holds if and only ifw1vw2 ∈ LC (M). Thus,M′ can execute
the cyclew = w1uw2 cM′ w1vw2. However, in order to detect this situationM′ needs a read/writewindowof size k′ = 2k − 1.
Case 2. Assume that w1uw2 contains the lefthand side of a rewrite operation u
′ → v′ of M as a factor of w2, that is, w2 =
w2,1u
′w2,2. Then M can execute the sequence of cycles w = w1uw2 = w1uw2,1u′w2,2 cM w1uw2,1v′w2,2 cM w1vw2,1v′w2,2.
From the above equivalence for M we see that w ∈ LC (M) holds if and only if w1uw2,1v′w2,2 ∈ LC (M). Thus, M′ can execute
the cycle w = w1uw2,1u′w2,2 cM′ w1uw2,1v′w2,2 (see Fig. 2).
Case 3. Assume that w1vw2 contains the lefthand side of a rewrite operation u
′ → v′ of M as a factor of w2, that is, w2 =
w2,1u
′w2,2, and assume that the lefthand side u′′ of a rewrite operation u′′ → v′′ of M overlaps with the preﬁx w1vw2,1v′
of w1vw2,1v
′w2,2. Thus, either w2,1 = w′2,1u′′1, v′ = v′1v′2, and u′′ = u′′1v′1, or v′ = v′1v′2, w2,2 = u′′2w′2,2, and u′′ = v′2u′′2 (see Fig.
3). Then M can execute the sequence of cycles w1uw2,1v
′w2,2 cM w1vw2,1v′w2,2 cM w1vw′2,1v′′v′2w2,2, or it can execute the
sequence of cycles w1uw2,1v
′w2,2 cM w1vw2,1v′w2,2 cM w1vw2,1v′1v′′w′2,2, respectively. From these sequences we see that
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Fig. 1. The rewrite step w1uw2 cM′ w1vw2 is safe forM′ , because of the subsequent rewrite step w1vw2 = w1v1u′w2,2 cM w1v1v′w2,2.
Fig. 2. The rewrite stepw1uw2 = w1uw2,1u′w2,2 cM′ w1uw2,1v′w2,2 is safe forM′ , because of the subsequent rewrite stepw1uw2,1v′w2,2 cM w1vw2,1v′w2,2.
w ∈ LC (M) if and only if w1vw2,1v′w2,2 ∈ LC (M), and w1uw2,1v′w2,2 ∈ LC (M) if and only if w1vw2,1v′w2,2 ∈ LC (M). It follows
that the cycle w = w1uw2,1u′w2,2 cM′ w1uw2,1v′w2,2 is safe for M′. Observe that in M the rewrite operation u′ → v′ might
not be applicable with the particular preﬁx w1uw2,1.
Case 4. Finally, assume that w1vw2 contains the lefthand side of a rewrite operation u
′ → v′ of M as a factor of w2, that
is, w2 = w2,1u′w2,2, but there is no rewrite operation u′′ → v′′ of M such that the lefthand side u′′ overlaps with the preﬁx
w1vw2,1v
′ ofw1vw2,1v′w2,2. In this situation it is not guaranteed that thepossible cyclew = w1uw2,1u′w2,2 cM′ w1uw2,1v′w2,2
is safe, and thereforeM′ must not execute it. Instead it must continue moving right until it either ﬁnds another safe rewrite
step, that is, until it detects either a sequence of two overlapping rewrite steps of M (cf. Case 3) or a second rewrite step of
M that applies to one of the former tape contents (cf. Case 2), or until it reaches the right delimiter.
In order to ﬁnd a safe rewrite step M′ has to simulate the behaviour of M on the original tape content w, on the new
tape content w1vw2, and on the tape content w1vw2,1v
′w2,2. If another rewrite step of M is detected in the sufﬁx w2,2 of
w1vw2,1v
′w2,2, thenstill another simulationmustbeperformedsimultaneously. In fact, this situationmayoccur repeatedly for
anunboundednumberof times. Thismeans thatM′ mayhave tosimulateanunboundednumberof cyclesofM simultaneously
until it ﬁnds a safe rewrite step. This is indeed possible, butM′ can handle this situation using its ﬁnite-state control. To see
this we need to describeM′ in some more detail.
Assume that M is described by a sequence of rewriting meta-instructions (mi)i∈I and an accepting meta-instruction
ma = (Ea,Accept). For each i ∈ I, let mi = (Ei,αi → βi), and let Fi be a ﬁnite-state acceptor for the language Ei · αi. Further, let
Fa be a ﬁnite-state acceptor for Ea.
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Fig. 3. The rewrite stepw1uw2 = w1uw2,1u′w2,2 cM′ w1uw2,1v′w2,2 is safe forM′ , because of the subsequent rewrite stepw1uw2,1v′w2,2 cM w1vw2,1v′w2,2.
Starting from a restarting conﬁguration q0w$,M′ simulates all ﬁnite-state acceptors Fi (i ∈ I ∪ {a}) simultaneously in its
ﬁnite-state control.When it reaches an accepting state of Fi for some i ∈ I, that is, whenM′ detects a factorizationw = w1uw2
such that $w1 ∈ Ei and u = αi, then it checkswhether there is a rewrite step u′ → v′ such that u′ overlapswith the factor v = βi
of x1 = w1vw2 (Case 1 above). In the afﬁrmative it applies the rewrite step u → v and restarts; in the negative it continues
to move right. However, it now simulates each of the ﬁnite-state acceptors for two different input strings: one simulation,
which is distinguished by a marker “old”, works on x0 = w1uw2, the other, which is distinguished by a marker “new”, works
on x1 = w1vw2.
If a rewrite step is detected by themarker “old” of one of the ﬁnite-state acceptors Fi (i ∈ I), that is, a rewrite step u1 → v1
applies to the sufﬁx w2 of x0, then M
′ simply applies this rewrite step (Case 2 above). If a rewrite step is detected by the
marker “new” of one of the ﬁnite-state acceptors Fi (i ∈ I), that is, it is a rewrite step u1 → v1 that applies to the sufﬁx
w2 = w2,1u1w2,2 of x1, then it is checked whether there is a rewrite step u′ → v′ such that u′ overlaps with the factor v1 of
x2 = w1vw2,1v1w2,2 (Case 3 above). In the afﬁrmative M′ applies the rewrite step u1 → v1 and restarts; in the negative it
continues to move right. However, it now simulates each of the ﬁnite-state acceptors for three different input strings: one
simulation, which is distinguished by amarker “old”, works on x0 = w1uw2, one simulation, which now is also distinguished
by a marker “old”, works on x1, and a third one, which is distinguished by a marker “new”, works on x2. Observe that the
two computations with marker “old” can possibly join after some steps. Thus, for each ﬁnite-state acceptor Fi (i ∈ I ∪ {a}),
there are (up to) three active states: one or two marked “old”, and one marked “new”. This process continues until one of
the following three cases occurs:
1. A rewrite step uj → vj is found such that the resulting factor vj overlaps with the lefthand side of another rewrite step of
M. In this case the step uj → vj is safe, andM′ executes it and restarts.
2. A rewrite step is encountered by an “old” marker of Fi for some i ∈ I, which means that one of the strings xj above can be
rewritten at a second place. Then this rewrite step is safe, andM′ executes it and restarts.
3. The right delimiter is encountered. In this situation, if any of the simulations of Fa is accepting, thenM
′ accepts; otherwise,
M′ halts and rejects.
Thus, M′ simulates the ﬁnite-state acceptors Fi (i ∈ I ∪ {a}) simultaneously on more and more strings x0,x1,x2, . . . ,xm. At
each time one of these computations is distinguished by a marker “new”, while all the others are marked with “old”. The
numberm of these computations is unbounded, but as each ﬁnite-state acceptor only has a ﬁnite number of internal states,
there can only be a ﬁnite number of states withmarker “old”, that is, we only need to distinguish a bounded number of these
computations.
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For all i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,m − 1}, the strings xi have the form xi = yiαji zi, and xi+1 = yiβji zi such that αji → βji is an applicable
rewrite operation ofM, yiβji is a preﬁx of yi+1, and αji+1zi+1 is a sufﬁx of zi. Thus, we see that x0 cM x1 cM · · · cM xm−1 cM xm,
and that this sequence is strictly monotone (that is, the rewrite step in the i-th cycle is applied at a position strictly to the
right of the place where the rewrite step in the previous cycle was applied). It follows that x1, . . . ,xm−1 ∈ LC (M) if and only if
x0 ∈ LC (M) holds.
From the above description it is clear that M′ is an RX-automaton. It remains to prove that M′ is correctness preserving,
and that LC (M
′) = LC (M) holds.
Claim 1. If w cM′ w′, then w ∈ LC (M) if and only if w′ ∈ LC (M).
Proof. From the description of the rewrite steps of M′ and the above observation we see that w cM′ w′ implies that there is
a sequence of cycles
w = x0 cM x1 cM · · · cM xm = ym−1βjm−1zm−1
of the form described above such that one of the following two cases holds:
1. A sequence of two overlapping reduction steps ofM is applicable to the sufﬁx zm−1 of xm, that is,
xm = ym−1βjm−1z1,mαr1z2,m cM xm+1 = ym−1βjm−1z1,mβr1z2,m cM xm+2.
In this caseM′ executes the cycle
w = y0αj0y′1αj1y′2 . . . y′m−1αjm−1z1,mαr1z2,m
cM′ y0αj0y′1αj1y′2 . . . y′m−1αjm−1z1,mβr1z2,m = w′.
As M has error detection distance 1, we have w ∈ LC (M) if and only if xm+1 ∈ LC (M). From the form of the string w′ we
see that w′ cmM xm+1 by executing the rewrite steps αji → βji (i = 0,1, . . . ,m − 1), and xm+1 cM xm+2 (see above). Thus,
w′ ∈ LC (M) if and only if xm+1 ∈ LC (M). It follows that w ∈ LC (M) if and only if w′ ∈ LC (M).
2. A reduction step of M is applicable to the sufﬁx zi of the string xi for some 1 ≤ i < m, that is, xi = yiαji z1,iαr1z2,i. Then M′
executes the cycle
w = y0αj0y′1 . . . y′iαji z1,iαr1z2,i cM′ y0αj0y′1 . . . y′iαji z1,iβr1z2,i = w′.
ThenM can perform the following computation:
w ciM xi = yiαji z1,iαr1z2,i cM yiαji z1,iβr1z2,i cM yiβji z1,iβr1z2,i,
that is, the string yiαji z1,iβr1z2,i belongs to LC (M) if and only if w ∈ LC (M). As w′ c
i
M yiαji z1,iβr1z2,i holds, we obtain that
w′ ∈ LC (M) if and only if w ∈ LC (M) by arguing in the same way as in the previous case.
3. A reduction step ofM is applicable to the sufﬁx z0 of the stringw = x0, that is,w = y0αj0z0,1αr1z0,2. ThenM′ executes the
cycle
w = y0αj0z0,1αr1z0,2 cM′ y0αj0z0,1βr1z0,2 = w′.
AsM can execute the computation
w cM w′ = y0αj0z0,1βr1z0,2 cM y0βj0z0,1βr1z0,2,
it follows that w ∈ LC (M) if and only if w′ ∈ LC (M).
This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2. LC (M
′) ⊆ LC (M).
Proof. If, starting froma conﬁguration of the form q0x0$,M′ accepts in a tail computation, thenM accepts one of the strings xi
above. However, as x0 c*M xi holds, this means that x0 ∈ LC (M). Thus, in tail computationsM′ only accepts strings that belong
to the language LC (M). If w ∈ LC (M′), butM′ does not accept w in a tail computation, then w cmM′ wm for some integerm ≥ 1
and a string wm that M
′ accepts in a tail computation. From Claim 1 we see that w ∈ LC (M) holds if and only if wm ∈ LC (M).
Thus, we have w ∈ LC (M), that is, LC (M′) ⊆ LC (M) holds. 
Claim 3. LC (M) ⊆ LC (M′).
Proof. Assume that there exists a string w ∈ LC (M)LC (M′). If w cM′ w′ holds for some string w′, then w′ ∈ LC (M) by Claim
1, but w′ ∈ LC (M′), either, because of the error preserving property for M′. Hence, there exists a string x ∈ LC (M)LC (M′)
such that no rewrite step of M′ applies to x. Thus, each computation of M′ that starts from the restarting conﬁguration
q0x$ will scan the tape completely without detecting a safe rewrite step. As x ∈ LC (M), there exists a sequence of cycles
x = x0 cM x1 cM · · · cM xm−1 cM xm such that xm is accepted by M in a tail computation. As M′ cannot detect a safe rewrite
step starting from q0x$, it follows that the above sequence of cycles is strictly monotone. Thus, starting from q0x$, one of
the possible computations ofM′ will simulate the automatonM on all the strings x = x0,x1, . . . ,xm simultaneously. However,
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on reaching the right delimiter $, M′ will realize that M accepts one of these strings, and accordingly, it will accept as well.
This contradicts the choice of x ∈ LC (M)LC (M′), implying that LC (M) ⊆ LC (M′) holds.
Thus, we actually have LC (M) = LC (M′). Now it is an immediate consequence of Claim 1 thatM′ is correctness preserving.
This completes the proof for the case i = 1.
For i > 1, the technique described above can be adjusted accordingly to construct a correctness preservingRX-automaton
M′ satisfying LC (M′) = LC (M). Of course, the construction of M′ becomes much more involved technically, as in this case a
rewrite step u → v is safe forM′ only if at the time thatM′ encounters this rewrite step, it already knows thatM can execute
a sequence of i additional cycles starting from the tape content produced by the rewrite step u → v. 
The correctness preserving RX-automatonM′ that is constructed in the above proof from an RX-automatonM with error
detection distance 1 is potentially very large. For simulating a computation ofM,M′ needs internal states that correspond to
subsets of the set of states ofM. IfM has n internal states, thenM′ mayhave to simulate up to 2n computations ofM in parallel.
Thus,M′ may have in the order of 22n many internal states. Accordingly, the given construction takes super-exponential time,
that is, it is not an efﬁcient transformation. However, it serves its purpose for establishing the fact that RX-automata of
bounded error detection distance have just the same expressive power as correctness preserving RX-automata.
A corresponding result can be obtained for RRX- and RLX-automata. For these cases, however, the proof is much simpler.
Theorem 5.2. For all X ∈ {WW,W,λ}, if M = (Q ,,,,$,q0,k,δ) is an RRX- or RLX-automaton that has error detection distance
i ≥ 1, then there exists an RRX- or RLX-automaton M′ = (Q ′,,,,$,q0,k,δ′)with error detection distance at most i − 1 such that
LC (M
′) = LC (M) and L(M′) = L(M).
Proof. The idea is similar to the one used in the proof of the preceding result. However, for RRX- and RLX-automata the
situation is less involved, as such an automaton, after executing a rewrite operation, can completely scan the resulting tape
content before performing a restart operation. Thus, while simulating a cyclew = xαy cM xβy = w′ ofM, the automatonM′
already simulates the behaviour of M on the resulting tape content w′. If it detects that an accepting meta-instruction of
M applies to w′, then M′ will accept immediately instead of executing the restart operation that would complete the above
cycle. If it detects instead that a rewriting meta-instruction ofM applies tow′, thenM′ simply completes the above cycle and
restarts. Finally, ifM′ detects that nometa-instruction ofM applies tow′, that is, all computations ofM following the current
cycle will be non-accepting tails, thenM′ will reject immediately instead of completing the simulation of the above cycle. In
this way M′ shortens the computation of M being simulated by one cycle. Thus, if M has error detection distance i, then M′
has error detection distance i − 1. 
Observe, however, that the construction of M′ still involves a power set construction, as M′ must simulate all possible
actions of M on the tape content w′. Thus, even this “simple” construction is not an efﬁcient transformation. By applying
Theorem 5.2 repeatedly we obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 5.3. For allX ∈ {RR,RL,RRW,RLW,RRWW,RLWW}, if M is anX-automaton that has bounded error detection distance,
then there exists a correctness preserving X-automaton M′ such that LC (M′) = LC (M) and L(M′) = L(M).
Thus, for all these types of restarting automata bounded error detection distance limits the expressive power to that
of correctness preserving automata. In combination with Theorem 4.3 this means that the membership problem for the
language LC (M) is decidable in quadratic time, ifM is an RLWW-automaton with bounded error detection distance. Observe,
however, that the resulting uniform algorithm includes the (inefﬁcient) transformation of a given RLWW-automaton of
bounded error detection distance into an equivalent RLWW-automaton that is correctness preserving.
By combining Theorem 3.2 with Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 3.4 with Corollary 5.3 we obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.4.
(a) For all X ∈ {WW,W,λ}, if M is an RX-automaton that has bounded error detection distance, then there exists a deterministic
RX-automaton M′ satisfying LC (M′) = LC (M) and L(M′) = L(M).
(b) For all X ∈ {WW,W,λ}, if M is an RRX- or an RLX-automaton that has bounded error detection distance, then there exists a
deterministic RLX-automaton M′ satisfying LC (M′) = LC (M) and L(M′) = L(M).
Thus, the expressive power of nondeterministic R(W)(W)- and RL(W)(W)-automata of bounded error detection distance
does not exceed that of deterministic restarting automata of the same type.
6. Concluding remarks
With the possible exception of RL(W)(W)-automata, it is well known that, for all types X of restarting automata, nonde-
terministicX-automata are strictlymore powerful than deterministicX-automata. However, Corollary 5.4 shows that for the
various types ofR- andRL-automata, the deterministic variant is as expressive as the nondeterministic variantwith bounded
errordetectiondistance. This clearly shows that for these typesof restartingautomata, thenondeterministic variants aremore
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expressive than the corresponding deterministic variants only if they have unbounded error detection distance. Thus, it is the
option of detecting an error only after an unbounded number of further cycles that really contributes to the expressive power
of nondeterministic R(W)(W)- or RL(W)(W)-automata. On the negative side this means that the error detection distance is
not a useful complexity measure for restarting automata, as there are essentially only two cases: error detection distance 0
(that is, correctness preserving automata) and unbounded error detection distance.
We have presented constructions that transform a restarting automatonMwith bounded error detection distance into an
equivalent correctness preserving restarting automatonM′ of the same type. However, under the transformations given here
there is a (super-) exponential increase in the size of the state space fromM toM′. Are there other equivalent transformations
that give a considerably smaller increase? Another interesting aspect of our results is the question about a possible trade-off
between restarting automata with bounded error detection distance and correctness preserving restarting automata of the
same type. In particular, are there examples of restarting automata with error detection distance 1 that are exponentially
more succinct than equivalent restarting automata of the same type that are correctness preserving?
Given an input of length n, a restarting automatonM will execute up to n cycles before it accepts or rejects. Thus, instead
of only distinguishing between bounded and unbounded error detection distance, one could consider the growth of the error
detection distance of the restarting automaton M as a function of the length of the input. In particular, is there a restarting
automaton for which the error detection distance is unbounded, but restricted by the function log n? Is there a language that
requires a restarting automaton of logarithmically bounded error detection distance? In fact, which sublinear function occur
as bounds for the error detection distance of restarting automata and/or languages?
Finally, the notion of bounded error detection distance can easily be extended to other types of nondeterministic automata
like pushdown automata or Turing machines using the notions of conﬁgurations and transition steps instead of restarting
conﬁgurations and cycles. This notion is quite different from the way nondeterminism is measured, e.g., in [17], as it still
admits an unbounded number of nondeterministic steps.
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